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GHSS, KANNIPATTI 

ENGLISH UNIT TEST-2 

X-Std 

Time:1.30Hrs          Marks:76 

SECTION-I(Vocabulary:20 marks) PART-I 

1. Choose the appropriate synonyms of the below words.            5x1=5 

 (i) entertainment 

a) engagement  b) employment  c) amusement  d) excitement 

 (ii) fascinated 

a) shocked  b) attracted  c) delighted  d) alerted 

 (iii) fantastic 

a) excellent  b) ordinary  c) simple   d) complicated 

 (iv) observed 

a) followed  b) saw   c)listened   d) studied 

 (v) response  

a) question  b) answer   c) reaction  d) recovery 

2. Choose the appropriate antonyms of the below words.            5x1=5 

 (i)  captured  

a) released  b) caught   c) surrounded  d) arrested 

 (ii)  reverence 

a) respect  b) esteem   c) reference  d) disrespect 

 (iii) indispensable 

a) compulsory  b) necessary  c) dispensable  d) essential 

 (iv) exceptional 

a) usual  b) unusual  c) ordinary  d) rare 

 (v)  rare 

a) dear  b) unusual  c) common  d) strange 

PART-II 

3. Replace the underlined word with its equivalent American English word.                 5x1=5 

a). Could you please pass me the jug of milk. 

b). My father bought me a torch light. 

c). Clean the washbasin. 

d). This fellow is fifteen years old. 

e). Don‟t leave the cupboard unlocked. 

4. Abbreviations          5x1=5 

     a). The common expansion of CAT is 

a) Coman Aptitude Test      b) Computer Aptitude Test    

c) Computer Accuracy Test    d) Computer Accessoris Test 

     b). The common expansion of KPO is 

  a) Karnataka Poll Outstanding  b) Knowledge Process Outcome 

  c) Knowledge Process Outsourcing  d) Knowledge Process Outstanding 

     c). The common expansion of BPO is 

  a) Bank Process Outsourcing   b) Better Process Outsourcing 

  c) Business Process Outsoucing  d) Boyle Process Outsourcing 

     d). The common expansion of CCTV is  

       a) Charged channel television         b) Closed channel television  

               c) Closed-circuit television              d) Checked-circuit television 

      e). The common expansion of SBI is 

 a). Savings Bank of India   b). State Bank of India 

 c). Swiss Bank of India   d). State Bureau of Information 

5. Separate the syllables of any five of the following words:     5x1=5 

 a) agriculture b) duties c) entertainment d) astronomy e)properly f) music g) internal 

6. Choose the correct verb form to complete the sentence: 

              (i). He agreed ……………………. me a computer .  

                a). buy         b)  buying            c)  to buy  

               (ii). I started---------too, but for a different reason. 

 a) to be crying b) crying   c) cry 

(iii). They stopped……………old cars. 

a) sell  b) selling  c) to sell 

(iv). My son asked me……….a pen. 

a) buying  b) buy  c) to buy 

(v). I enjoy………..stories for children. 

a) write  b) to write c) writing 

7. Attach a prefix to the word taken from the list given below to complete    the sentence.   5x1=5 

(i). She was __taken for  his mother as the child looked just like her.  a) un-    b) en-    c) mis-   d) dis-  

 (ii). Even a small help is an act of kind………..    a) – ness   b) – our  c) – ship  d) – ment 

 (iii). The Headmaster made an announce……….. a) – ness   b) – our  c) – ship d) – ment 

 (iv). Some times……violet rays are harmful.         a).trans-    b).inter-   c).ultra- d).over- 

 (v). She expressed her……..ability to help me.       a). dis-     b).in-    c). un- d).mis- 

 

 

 

 

 



 

8. Combine the two sentences into a single sentence:      3x2=6 

 (i).The child is very short. It cannot climb the tree. 

 (ii).Maran is very tired. He cannot finish the work. 

 (iii). The fire brigade heard the news. They rushed to that place. 

SECTION-II 

PART-I 

    Answer briefly any four of the following questions. 

    Your answer should not exceed 30 words:                                                          4x2=8 

9. What can artistes do to save the planet? 

10. How is music different from astronomy? 

11. What is the significance of art? 

12. What are the two incidents that stress the importance of music as an essential art? 

13. How did Messiaen spend his time in prison? 

PART-II 

 Answer in a paragraph of the following questions: Your paragraph should not exceed 120 words.   1x5=5 

14.  What lesson does Messaien teach mankind through his attitude towards music while he was in the   concentration camp? 

SECTION-III 

PART-I 

15.  Quote the memory poem ‘ Manliness’.       1x5=5 

PART-II 

 Read the following lines from the poems you have studied and answer the questions given below.     5x1=5 

16. “So now it is vain for the singer to burst into clamour 

      With the great black piano appassionatl. The glamour” 

Pick out the rhyming words in these lines. 

17. “In spite of myself, the insidious mastery of song 

        Betrays me back, till the heart of me weeps to belong 

        To the old Sunday evenings at home, with winter outside 

         And hymns in the cosy parlour, the tinkling piano our guide.” 

         Bring out the rhyme scheme used in these lines. 

18. “Softly, in the dusk, a woman is singing to me” 

Pick out the words in alliteration. 

19. “My manhood is cast down in the flood of remembrance” 

The figure of speech in theis line is……….. a). simile  b). metaphor c). personification 

20. “A child sitting under the piano, in the boom of the tingling strings” 

       What is the figure of speech employed in this line? 

PART-III 

   Read the following sets of poetic lines and answer the questions given below:        2x1=2 

21. “A child sitting under the piano, in the boom of the tingling strings 

   And pressing the small, poised feet of a mother who smiles as she sings”. 

   Whom does „she‟ refers to? 

22.  “Softly, in the dusk, a woman is singing to me” 

   What is the woman doing? 

SECTION-IV 

  PART-I 

Choose the correct Answer.                                           5x1=5 

23. Mum had seen a piano before…….        

a) in the Church b) at the Catholic Kindergarten c) at the shop d) in the neighbour‟s house 

24. Dad finally got an employment………… 

       a) at a doctor‟s clinic  b) as a clerk c) as a lecturer   d) with an auditing firm 

25. The Cathedral was in …..town. 

 a) Sicilian b) Italy c) Rome d) Jerusalem 

26. Two years later Rob‟s father saved enough money to buy another piano……. 

       a) on loan b)paying full cash c) free d) gift 

27. The boy was ……..years old, when his father returned from the war 

       a) five b) two c) twelve d) ten 

 

PART-I I 

Read the following sentences and identify the character                                   5x1=5 

28. “ I bought your mum a piano” 

29. :He wanted to know what the weather was llike up there. 

30. Blue uniform, boat shaped cap. 

31. He was trying to rebuild his life. 

32. A flying officer during world war II. 

                                         

PART-III 

      Answer in a paragraph of the following questions.                     1x5=5 

33. How did the author‟s mother overcome her disappointment of not being able to play the piano?   What does it tell you 

about the attitude of the woman?. 

 


